Introduction
In this study, we has aimed the estimation of driving person's direction of the face. The number of those who traffic die in an accident keeps decreasing as a recent safe driving support technology spreads. However, it's a current state in the traffic accident generation number according to the National Police Agency announced document that the decreasing tendency is not seen. The driving person's judgment and acknowledgment mistake account for one of the factors of the traffic accident for about 40 percent. Especially, the influence by the driving without keeping one's eyes on the road ahead and the doze driving is large. It's thought that safer traffic can be achieved if driving person's posture is observed from this and there is a system that draws attention at the danger act. Then, we examined the face posture estimation technique that used a strong 3-D reference image for various bad conditions.
System Feature
This system has aimed to do the person's face posture estimation when driving with a video camera. The database used for collation deals with various bad condition and many and unspecified people by using 3-D on the average reference image. Input 2-D dynamic scene extracts the face area and the characteristic by using the positive and negative sign for the lighting change at robustness by the preprocessing. In the estimation processing, high speed and accuracy become high systems by feeding back the result of information and this technique of the frame beforehand. There are two kinds of features from extracted three dimension data. That is shape and the texture. The shape feature can be extracted according to vertical element, horizontal element, the coordinates difference and the angle of adjacent coordinates from structure and coordinates. The texture feature tends to be strong in a rapid lighting change (Shown in Fig.1 ). The texture feature extraction processing is given to the texture map acquired simultaneously when taking a picture. Afterwards, reach is extended from nasal apex to the 8 directions. It obtains it by examining the increase and decrease of the value for the pixel with the amount of the change more than the threshold. The texture features of the background image and the image for processing are similarly examined from a noteworthy pixel in 2-D image. A different number of agreeing is examined for the obtained increase and decrease sign row. The texture increase and decrease sign extracts a constant amount as a change area when differing (Shown in Fig.2 ).
Posture Estimation
The estimation processing is estimated rotating 3-D data by using the forecast movement vector and the texture positive and negative sign in front of two frames that have been estimated. It is possible to collate it in high accuracy or more with the feature part by using the positive and negative sign. As a result, the angle that agrees in the maximum is output as posture.
Result
An excellent result that about 89% of the person extraction rate that was able to be put by the twilight of about the result in the evaluation experiment on robustness in the lighting change by this proposal technique and 50 on the radiance value average came out. Moreover, it was possible to estimate accurately by the accuracy of about 88% as a result of the human face posture estimation.
Conclusion
In the person extraction method that used the proposed increase and decrease sign, an excellent result near the extraction rate at comparatively steady time of daytime was obtained. Therefore, robustness detection of a rapid lighting change for posture estimation becomes possible. In this study, we are aimed for the posture estimation that considered influence to lighting changes. We proposed the algorithm that considers a bad condition by using 3-D data and 2-D animation. 
